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ABSTRACT
RACOD is an algorithm/hardware co-design for mobile robot path
planning. It consists of two main components: CODAcc, a hard-
ware accelerator for collision detection; and RASExp, an algorithm
extension for runahead path exploration. CODAcc uses a novel
MapReduce-style hardware computational model and massively
parallelizes individual collision checks. RASExp predicts future path
explorations and proactively computes its collision status ahead of
time, thereby overlappingmultiple collision detections. By affording
multiple cheap CODAcc accelerators and overlapping collision de-
tections using RASExp, RACOD significantly accelerates planning
for mobile robots operating in arbitrary environments. Evaluations
of popular benchmarks show up to 41.4× (self-driving cars) and
34.3× (pilotless drones) speedup with less than 0.3% area overhead.

While the performance is maximized when CODAcc and RASExp
are used together, they can also be used individually. To illustrate,
we evaluate CODAcc alone in the context of a stationary robotic
arm and show that it improves performance by 3.4×–3.8×. Also, we
evaluate RASExp alone on commodity many-core CPU and GPU
platforms by implementing it purely in software and show that with
32/128 CPU/GPU threads, it accelerates the end-to-end planning
time by 8.6×/2.9×.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Hardware→Application-specificVLSI designs; •Computer
systems organization→ Parallel architectures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Path planning is a core task in nearly any autonomous robot. Path
planning is the process of finding a collision-free path in an envi-
ronment from the current state (location) to a goal state. Collision
detection is the task of checking whether the robot would collide
with obstacles in the environment if it were in a particular state.

“Path planning can be so compute- and memory-intensive that it
is typically off-loaded to the cloud,” according to a recent quote by
Intel engineers [33]. However, such offloading often cannot meet
real-time requirements because the latency of communicating with
the cloud is too high and unpredictable [33]. Thus, real-time appli-
cations, e.g., an aerial vehicle performing complex maneuvers [7],
require path planning to be performed by the robot itself, as fast
as possible. Not only does the high cost of planning present per-
formance challenges, it can also make the robot unsafe: safety is
greatly dependent on how quickly the robot can react to emergen-
cies [49]. In fact, the inability to generate plans in real-time is the
major barrier that hinders the widespread deployment of robots in
the wild [36].

In this paper, we study path planning at the architectural level.
We first architect COllision Detection Accelerator (CODAcc), a hard-
ware accelerator for collision detection. Collision detection is ex-
tremely time-consuming, taking up to 99% of the entire planning
time [11, 30, 31, 34]. CODAcc accelerates collision detection by mas-
sively parallelizing individual collision checks: different parts of
the robot’s body are tested for collision in parallel with each other.
CODAcc achieves a high level of parallelism by employing a novel
MapReduce-style collision computation: the memory addresses,
corresponding to different locations of the environment that the
robot’s body would intersect, are generated in parallel using multi-
ple function units; the addresses that are mapped to the same cache
blocks are tested for collision together.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3470496.3527383
https://doi.org/10.1145/3470496.3527383
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While individual collision checks are perfectly parallelized by
CODAcc, the end-to-end speedup of hardware acceleration is lim-
ited due to the obstructive serialization in the process of exploring
the environment (i.e., path search). Search algorithms like Dijkstra,
A★, and their variants and extensions exhibit little to no parallelism
for path planning [37]. The reason is the inherent serialization in
the process of searching for an optimal (or efficient) path. At every
step, search algorithms explore a certain location in the environ-
ment and determine the movement with the highest prospect of
reaching the destination (e.g., move left), then assuming that the
movement is taken, they explore the new location. In other words,
parallelizing the path search algorithms is not straightforward be-
cause until the current location is explored, the next to-be-explored
location is not known. This serialization barrier becomes the single
major performance bottleneck of path planning after CODAcc has
been used to speed up individual collision checks.

We overcome this serialization barrier using a technique named
Run-Ahead State Exploration (RASExp). The key idea is to predict
future states (locations) that will likely be explored, perform their
collision checks speculatively ahead of time, and memoize the colli-
sion status for later usage. The key observation is that although the
search patterns are too complicated for state-of-the-art hardware
predictors [40], they can be semantically predicted using domain
knowledge. Specifically, as we show in §2.2.2, path planning ex-
hibits “cone-like” patterns: the footprint of explored areas mostly
comprises narrow cones with few turns in direction. We leverage
this observation to predict future states and overlap their collision
checks with current collision checks. We equip the system with
multiple (up to 32) CODAcc accelerators; at every step, we perform
collision checks of current (demand) and future (speculative) states
in parallel, thereby achieving additional speedups. We call the com-
bined algorithm/accelerator system Run-Ahead COllision Detection
(RACOD).

In summary, our work makes the following contributions:
(A) We architect CODAcc, an efficient collision detection hardware
accelerator. CODAcc is applicable to a wide range of robots oper-
ating in arbitrary environments. As we will discuss in §7.1, prior
work on hardware acceleration of collision detection [31, 35] makes
restrictive assumptions about the environment (e.g., (most) obsta-
cles never move), which greatly limits their application.
(B) We propose RASExp, a novel algorithm extension for paralleliz-
ing path search algorithms. RASExp is the first semantic speculation
technique in path search and beyond.
(C) We evaluate CODAcc and RASExp both separately and syner-
gistically:

• CODAcc accelerates mobile planning by 1.24×–1.49×.
• RASExp, with no hardware change, accelerates mobile robot
planning by 8.6× (2.9×) on a commodity CPU (GPU).

• RACOD, i.e., the synergistic implementation of CODAcc and
RASExp, accelerates mobile robot planning by up to 34.3×
(pilotless drone) and 41.4× (self-driving car), with less than
0.3% hardware overhead.

• To show our design’s applicability beyond mobile robots, we
also evaluate CODAcc in the context of a stationary robotic
armwith a state-of-the-art sampling-based planner.We show
that it improves end-to-end planning time by 3.4×–3.8×.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Path Planning & Bounding Volumes
Our focus is mobile robots, like self-driving cars and pilotless drones,
whose ability to operate in real time is challenged by the lengthy
planning time [7]. An example is given in Figure 1 (left). A circle-
shaped robot, with radius 𝑟 , moves from a start point, (𝑥𝑠 , 𝑦𝑠 ), to a
goal point, (𝑥𝑔, 𝑦𝑔). The path planner’s task is to find an optimal (or
efficient) collision-free path from the start point to the goal point:
a series of (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )s such that if the robot is located at any (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ), it
will not collide with the obstacles (gray cells) in the environment.

(𝑥𝑔, 𝑦𝑔)
𝑋

𝑌

(𝑥𝑠, 𝑦𝑠)
𝑔

𝑠

𝑣

Figure 1: 2D mobile robot path planning (left), oriented
bounded box (middle), and path graph search (right).

An occupancy grid, produced by the robot’s perception unit, is
provided to the path planner. The occupancy grid indicates which
cells in the environment are free (‘0’), and which cells are occu-
pied with obstacles (‘1’). The perception unit constantly updates
the occupancy grid to reflect the most recent understanding of the
environment. Note that perception is a separate stage in the ro-
bot’s software pipeline: the occupancy grid does not change during
planning.

To ensure the final path is collision-free, the planner performs
collision detection for the points that are considered for inclusion in
the final path. To find out whether a point satisfies this condition,
the planner first should calculate which cells will be involved if the
robot is placed at that point. This operation is known as forward
kinematics (FK). Then, the planner checks all the cells determined
by FK, and if none of them is an obstacle, the point is identified as
collision-free.

In the example, if 𝑟 is around one resolution unit, as the figure
suggests, then for every point, collision detection entails checking
9 cells: the point’s cell and the 8 cells surrounding it. Collision
detection can be quite intensive: e.g., with a radius 𝑟 = 10𝑐𝑚 and
a resolution unit of 1𝑐𝑚 , collision detection for any point entails
checking 384 cells.

In practice, the robot’s shape can be more complex than a circle.
For example, a rough shape of the Arduino Ant Hexapod Robot [3]
is shown inside the rectangles in Figure 1 (middle). In such cases,
precise computation of FK can itself be too complex and costly, let
alone the post-FK collision detection.

Oriented Bounded Box (OBB) [17] is a method used to handle
robots with arbitrary shapes and orientations. OBB bounds the
shape with an oriented rectangle (in 2D; cube in 3D), as exemplified
by the blue rectangles in Figure 1 (middle). By bounding the robot’s
body, collision detection reduces to checking whether the robot’s
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OBB falls into a collision-free cell or not.

Observation I: Collision detection can be massively parallelized;
however, the parallelism is extremely fine-grained.

Checking the collision status of every part of the robot’s body
is independent of other parts; the operations can be completely
parallelized. E.g., in the example of Figure 1 (left), the 9 cells the
robot’s body may occupy at a time can all be checked in paral-
lel. Importantly, the parallelism is extremely fine-grained: every
operation is simply checking a cell value.

The fine-grained parallelism makes hardware acceleration a per-
fect fit for collision detection; simply ORing the cells in hardware
(inherently parallel) will provide the collision status. Vectorization
and multithreading may seem like promising alternatives for such
computation, but each has its own problems. Vectorization can
accelerate the collision detection of axis-aligned OBBs, but other
orientations would not have a regular, array-like layout in memory,
rendering vector instructions useless. Multithreading, in CPU or
GPU, is a poor match for this kind of computation: creating, prepar-
ing, and joining a thread is much costlier than simply checking a
cell value.

Observation II: Collision detection computation exhibits a high
level of spatial locality.

Because a robot is one integrated body, collision detection compu-
tation is fundamentally spatially-located. The occupancy grid cells
that are checked during a collision detection are nearby each other,
clustered around the physical robot. In the Figure 1 (left) example,
a 256-byte cache dedicated for collision detection memory accesses
results in a 99+% hit ratio.

2.2 Path Search
2.2.1 Search Algorithm. Mobile robot path planning is ultimately
reduced to a graph search problem: nodes are states (locations) and
edges are robot motions. For example, with a robot that can move
in four cardinal directions (N, E, S, and W) in a 2D environment,
every non-terminal node is connected to 4 surrounding nodes (4-
connected grid). With a robot that can further move in four inter-
cardinal directions (NE, SE, SW, and NW), the graph will be an
8-connected grid.

The graph can be searched using practically any graph search
algorithm to extract an optimal or efficient path. A★ [20], along
with its variants and extensions (§5.9), is the seminal algorithm
widely used in various robot path planning applications. The key
novelty of A★ over other graph search algorithms like Dijkstra is
employing a heuristic that results in significant speedup, e.g., an
estimate of a point’s distance from the goal. In what follows, we
briefly overview the algorithm (pseudo-code in §3.2.1).

Consider the graph depicted in Figure 1 (right). The algorithm
should find a path from the start point (𝑠) to the goal point (𝑔). For
every node 𝑣 in the graph, A★ defines 𝑓 (𝑣) = 𝑔(𝑣) + ℎ(𝑣), where
𝑔(𝑣) is the actual movement cost (distance) from 𝑠 to 𝑣 , and ℎ(𝑣) is
the heuristic cost from 𝑣 to 𝑔 (an underestimate of the actual cost).
In this paper, the default heuristic is Euclidean distance.

A★ maintains an OPEN list, which initially contains only 𝑠 . At
every iteration, the node with the lowest 𝑓 value is expanded: it
is removed from the OPEN list, is marked as visited, and its “eli-
gible neighbors” are added to the OPEN list. Whenever the goal
is expanded, the algorithm is done, and the path leading to the
expansion of 𝑔 is returned as the final output path.

In path planning, eligible neighbors of a node are its unvisited,
collision-free neighbors. That is, the costly collision detection op-
erations are performed for the unvisited neighbors of an expanded
node at every iteration. A★ has only one parallelization source: the
eligible neighbors of an expanded node can be tested for collision in
parallel. For example, with an 8-connected grid, up to eight collision
detections can be parallelized (and typically far fewer). Other than
this, A★ path planning is serial, as are most of its extensions and
variants [37, 41]. The reason is the fact that the optimality of the al-
gorithm depends on the expansion order, and (naive) parallelization
can potentially disturb the order, sacrificing the optimality. This is
a severe performance bottleneck given that modern mainstream
computing systems support much more parallelism.

2.2.2 Patterns Exposed During Path Search. The green arrows in
Figure 1 (left) show how the robot moves following the optimal
path returned by A★. It first moves north (N), then keeps moving N
for another two steps, then moves NE, then E, then keeps moving
in the same direction for another six steps, and so on.

Observation III: The footprint of path exploration exhibits
“cone-like” patterns.

Paths extracted in planning, exhibit regular, predictable patterns
in state space: connected straight-line segments rather than frequent,
irregular direction changes (green arrows in Figure 1 (left)). And,
exploration of those pathsmanifests cone-like patterns: the footprint
of traversing the graph mostly comprises cones, with few turns
in direction, around each segment of the explored paths (purple
cone in Figure 1 (left)). Figure 4 in §5.3 depicts the cones for a 2D
benchmark.

The patterns arise partly because of the geometric features of path
planning and partly because of regular organization and structure
of real-world environments. Consider a collision-free 2D space in
which a mobile robot tries to reach a destination from a start point.
The shortest path between the two points is a straight line that
connects them (a basic geometry principle). In such an environment,
the robot will start to move in the direction of the goal and will keep
moving in the same direction until it reaches the goal. Inmore general
environments, the robot changes direction due to obstacles, but
again otherwise keeps moving in the same direction. Moreover, the
structure of many real-world environments encourages continuing
in a given direction. Picture a self-driving car moving in a certain
direction in a street bounded by buildings from the sides. Even
in the presence of lane changes and overtaking, the vehicle will
mostly move in a regular, straight direction (same as manual cars).
As a result, the extracted paths in real-world environments mostly
comprise connected straight-line segments, and the exploration
of such paths (i.e., the graph search algorithm) exhibits cone-like
patterns: each explored path is embraced by a cone.
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Our argument is that relying on the history of directions that
have been taken so far, we can speculate on the path going forward.
Even in the short scenario of Figure 1 (left), two-thirds of the taken
directions in the final path are the same as the preceding direction.
Although the set of explored nodes in path planning is a superset of
the final path, we show that the history of directions can be effectively
used to speculate on what nodes will be explored.

Importantly, the cone-like patterns are spatial. That is, the con-
secutive expansions (in time order) do not necessarily exhibit any
patterns. Search algorithms may explore more than one growing
tree (GT) inside the graph (dashed lines in Figure 1 (right)), and
their exploration can be temporally interleaved. There is not neces-
sarily any pattern among the multiple GTs whose explorations are
interleaved during path planning; the pattern is exhibited only in
each GT independently.

Finally, the cone-like patterns are “conceptual” and are exhibited
at the algorithm-level (i.e., semantic), and not necessarily at the
underlying memory layout. Therefore, we argue that path planning
exhibits semantic spatial locality and implement a spatial predic-
tor in software, not in hardware where semantic information is
unavailable (§5.7.2).

3 RUNAHEAD COLLISION DETECTION
(RACOD)

This section presents the two main components of RACOD.

3.1 Collision Detection Accelerator (CODAcc)
CODAcc’s task is computing the collision status of an OBB. There
are two major challenges for a hardware design: (i) OBB size (in
number of cells) is dependent on the robot’s body shape and the
planner’s resolution unit, and hence, could be different from one
robot to the next. (ii) Checking a large OBB entails checking many
occupancy grid cells; given a narrow memory interface, naively
loading memory addresses of the cells would result in serialization,
possibly offsetting much of the benefits of hardware acceleration.

We address the first challenge by designing a Hardware OBB
(HOBB) coupled with a greedy scheduler. HOBB is a fixed-size hard-
ware unit (set of registers) on which the actual OBB, determined
by the software, is loaded. HOBB uses 𝐿 = 10,𝑊 = 3, and 𝐻 = 3
registers to represent length, width, and height, respectively. When
an OBB is larger than the HOBB, a greedy scheduler partitions the
OBB on the HOBB, in multiple steps.

We address the second problem using a MapReduce-style hard-
ware computation model: all memory addresses are generated in
parallel (map), then they go through circuitry that coalesces requests
to the same cache blocks (reduce). Ultimately, a few unique cache
blocks are requested from memory. Below, we explain the details
of these techniques, along with CODAcc’s other building blocks.

3.1.1 Processor-Accelerator Communication. Collision status is de-
termined based on the occupancy grid information; thus, the ac-
celerator should have access to it. A pointer to the beginning of
the occupancy grid in memory and its size in different dimensions
are sent to the accelerator via a queue-based configuration inter-
face [18]. These parameters are used for generating occupancy grid
memory addresses, and do not change during the planning stage.
All other communications with the accelerator are performed via a

single added instruction:

check_coll <dim> <cfg> <res>

dim is a 1-bit immediate value (can be a part of an opcode), indi-
cating whether OBB is a rectangle (2D) or a cube (3D). cfg is a
pointer to the OBB that should be tested for collision, and res is
the memory location to which the collision status is written. As a
communication convention, the OBB configuration, to which <cfg>
points, is coded in a cacheline-aligned structure as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: OBB configuration encoding.

origin size orientation

2D (𝑥𝑜 , 𝑦𝑜 ) (𝑙, 𝑤) sin\, cos\
3D (𝑥𝑜 , 𝑦𝑜 , 𝑧𝑜 ) (𝑙, 𝑤,ℎ) sin𝛼, cos𝛼, sin 𝛽, cos 𝛽, sin𝛾, cos𝛾

origin is the coordinates of OBB’s origin. size is OBB’s size in
different dimensions. orientation is OBB’s orientation. In 2D, it is
simply described by \ , the angle between the rectangle and 𝑥-axis.
In 3D, it is defined by 𝛼 , 𝛽 , and 𝛾 , three angles each representing ro-
tation around one axis (roll-pitch-yaw). Also, instead of sending the
angles themselves, their sine and cosine are sent to the accelerator;
this simplifies the accelerator design since it gets rid of including
circuitry to implement trigonometric functions. All the arguments
are 32-bit floating point numbers.

When the instruction is decoded, the core forwards it to the
accelerator. The accelerator computes the collision result, as de-
scribed below, and writes it to the memory location specified in the
operand. Finally, the instruction is committed.

3.1.2 Data Path. Before explaining the data path, we explain one
simple optimization we make to the occupancy grid’s memory
layout. Namely, we optimize for spatial locality by implementing the
occupancy grid using uint32_t such that every grid cell occupies
only one bit. This way, more nearby cells are captured in a single
cache block, at a cost of having to do bit masks to extract the desired
occupancy bit.

Figure 2 shows an overview of CODAcc. 1 shows CODAcc’s
address generation unit (AGU). AGU generates all to-be-checked
cells’ locations and then their memory addresses, storing them in
2 HOBB. The cells’ locations are generated using the configuration
information (origin, size, and orientation). For example, for a 2D
OBB (see Table 1), the location of its origin is (𝑥𝑜 , 𝑦𝑜 ), and the
location of its top-right corner is (𝑥𝑜 + 𝑙 cos\ −𝑤 sin\,𝑦𝑜 + 𝑙 sin\ +
𝑤 cos\ ). After generating locations, the corresponding memory
addresses are obtained according to memory layout semantics (row-
major layout), using the occupancy grid memory address and its
sizes in different dimensions (§3.1.1).

HOBB consists of a set of registers, each corresponding to a
specific cell in the OBB. Every register keeps a key-value pair: the
memory address of the location it corresponds to, and its occupancy
status (collision or free; 1 bit). The figure is drawn to resemble the
registers-OBB correspondences. Assuming zero angles, on the front
pane, the bottom-left corner register represents (𝑥𝑜 , 𝑦𝑜 , 𝑧𝑜 ) cell,
and the top-right corner register represents (𝑥𝑜 +𝐿,𝑦𝑜 +𝑊,𝑧𝑜 ) cell.
Every register holds the corresponding cell’s memory address and
its occupancy status. Also, as we will describe shortly, the same
HOBB is used for both 2D and 3D OBBs but with different circuitry.
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Figure 2: Hardware realization of CODAcc.

The generated addresses pass through a 3 reduction unit (RU),
and then the requests for distinct cache blocks enter a 4 load queue
(LQ). When the LQ is empty, the cache block request of the first1
non-empty register enters the LQ. Then, RU performs an associative
search (i.e., parallel) to find which registers need addresses that fall
into the cache block at the head of the LQ, marks them as pending,
and enqueues the cache block request of the first non-empty, non-
pending register into the LQ. This repetitive process is stalled if
the LQ becomes full, and finishes when no non-pending register
remains.2

Noteworthy, due to the high spatial locality (§2.1), this process
repeats only a few times. One cache block alone incorporates 512
bits (cells), while all registers together request 90 bits. As such, a
few cache blocks serve all requests, and an 8-entry LQ is rarely
filled up in practice.

LQ entries are constantly 5 dequeued and sent to the memory
hierarchy. Upon a cache block arrival 6 , registers whose addresses
fall into that cache block take their value. The 1-bit values are
placed into the registers, and are 7 ORed to produce the collision
detection output. This process continues until either (i) the outcome
of the OR gate rises anytime during the check, or (ii) the entire OBB
has been checked.

Note that the entire load-to-OR path ( 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 ) works in a
pipelined manner. I.e., the accelerator does not wait for all the loads
before ORing them; a cell can raise the output of the OR gate as
soon as its value is received from memory. This massive parallelism
provided by pipelining/ORing in hardware, rather than checking
one-by-one in software, is the major contributor to CODAcc’s per-
formance improvement.

A corner case arises when an OBB extends outside the environ-
ment boundaries—it is an invalid configuration. When any of the
memory addresses falls outside the occupancy grid’s address range,
the output is 8 short-circuited. Finally, when the collision result is
computed, the registers are cleared.

1The order among registers is hardwired; e.g., reg0 precedes reg1.
2The RU’s reduction mechanism is different from that of caches’ miss status
holding registers (MSHRs). MSHRs handle requests one-by-one: the first
request triggers a cache miss, the block address is stored in MSHR, and
subsequent accesses to the outstanding cache block are served one-by-one.
The RU uses a different approach: all requests are reduced at the source and in
parallel. Also, the RU is different from recent GPUs’ address coalescers [15];
the RU supports bit-granular, irregular (oriented) address coalescing while
most GPUs coalesce regular addresses at a word granularity.

When an OBB is smaller than the HOBB, some of its registers
are left unused. To avoid having separate valid bits in registers
and setting/resetting them, the unused registers in every dimen-
sion take the address of the last register in that dimension. This
way, in fact, we include some states multiple times in our collision
computation, but note that doing so does not affect the outcome of
computation (bitwise OR). When an OBB is larger than the HOBB,
9 the scheduler partitions it, performing its collision detection in
multiple serial steps.

To design a simple yet efficient scheduler, we deem the partition-
ing as an optimization problem whose goal is to maximize cache
hits across multiple steps. We use this greedy algorithm: first, fully
evaluate the 𝑥 dimension, which will be done in ⌈ 𝑙

𝐿
⌉ steps, 𝑙 being

the length of the OBB; then complete the 𝑦 dimension; and finally,
complete the 𝑧 dimension (if 3D). We prioritize 𝑥 over 𝑦 (and 𝑦 over
𝑧) to leverage the row-major layout of multi-dimensional arrays in
memory, for cases when the OBB is axis-aligned or nearly so. This
is also in part a reason why we chose a large 𝐿 for the HOBB.

Finally, although the location of cells in a 2D OBB can be com-
puted by the same circuit used for 3D (by zeroing the third dimen-
sion), we dedicate separate circuits to the AGU and scheduler of
2D and 3D computations. This has two benefits: (i) a 2D OBB can
be computed faster, and (ii) when a 2D OBB is large, the scheduler
can dispatch parts of it on idle 𝑧 registers, computing the collision
status in fewer steps.

3.1.3 𝐿0 Cache. We provision the accelerator with a 256-byte
(2048-bit) 𝐿0 cache. This 𝐿0 caches the data requested by the AGU.
The 𝐿0 efficiently filters the majority of requests not only by exploit-
ing spatial locality, but also temporal locality: subsequent collision
checks have a large amount of overlap.

3.1.4 System Integration. A processor can be integrated with mul-
tiple instances of the accelerator. When so, like other functional
units (adders, multipliers), the core’s scheduler is responsible for
dispatching different check_coll instructions to CODAcc units.
Also, every CODAcc unit has its own 𝐿0 cache; all 𝐿0 caches are
backed by the core’s 𝐿1 cache and forward misses to its interface
(a 16-entry queue).

To keep the entire system coherent, blocks cached in 𝐿0 are
marked in the processor’s 𝐿1 cache (1-bit extension); whenever a
marked block is evicted from 𝐿1 or invalidated or written, the block
is invalidated in 𝐿0. The cache extension overhead is 128 bytes per
core (not per accelerator). Also, 𝐿0 is virtually indexed, physically
tagged. A TLB with a couple of entries is sufficient to translate
nearly all accesses.

3.2 Run-Ahead State Exploration (RASExp)
3.2.1 Baseline Algorithm and Extension. As we show later, CODAcc
is so low overhead that we can afford many instances of it. How-
ever, the limited parallelism of the search algorithm (§2.2.1) limits
the benefits of having many CODAccs. RASExp is a technique to
increase parallelism: at every step, it predicts likely-to-be-explored
next states, speculatively performs their collision checks in parallel
with those of the current state, andmemoizes the collision status for
potential later usage. The key insight of RASExp is that expansions
with the search algorithm exhibit cone-like patterns (§2.2.2).
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01 exp_node = OPEN.pop()
02 // evaluate the expanded node ...

03 for n in exp_node->neighbors():
04 if !visited[n] and collision_status[n] == UNKNOWN:
05 collision_status[n] = PENDING
06 thread {collision_status[n] = check_collision(n)}

07 if any_outstanding_thread:
08 ll_counter = MAX_DEPTH
09 pred_dir = get_dir(exp_node, exp_node->parent)
10 pred_n = exp_node

11 while freeContexts > 0:
12 pred_n = pred_n->neighbors()[pred_dir]
13 for n in pred_n->neighbors():
14 if !visited[n] and collision_status[n] == UNKNOWN:
15 thread {collision_status[n] = check_collision(n)}
16 if freeContexts == 0: break
17 if --ll_counter == 0: break

18 all_threads.join()

19 for n in exp_node->neighbors():
20 if !visited[n] and collision_status[n] == FREE
21 // evaluate n and push to OPEN

RA
SE

xp’s E
xtension

Algorithm 1: Baseline A★ and RASExp’s extension.

RASExp’s prediction mechanism is very simple: the path will
grow in the same direction as it grew in the last step. Therefore,
whenever a node is expanded, RASExp finds out the direction that
led to the expansion, and predicts that the path will grow in the
same direction.

Algorithm 1 shows the main iteration of both the baseline A★

and RASExp’s extension. The pseudo-code depicts a multithreaded
baseline A★, as well as a multithreaded RASExp. With a CODAcc-
rich processor, each thread call gets replaced by a check_coll
instruction.

In line 01, the node with the minimum 𝑓 is expanded (§2.2.1).
Then some basic operations of A★ are performed (e.g., mark visited).
Starting at line 03, the planner looks for eligible neighbors. For
every unvisited neighbor, if its collision status is unknown, a thread
computes its collision status.

In the absence of RASExp, A★ waits for threads to join (line 18). It
then evaluates unvisited, collision-free neighbors and (potentially)
adds them to the OPEN list (lines 19–21).

RASExp (lines 07–17) tries to speculatively overlap future nodes’
collision operations with outstanding collision checks. First off, it
is done only if there are outstanding collision checks (line 07); i.e.,
RASExp does not stall the main execution thread for speculative
operations.

RASExp extracts the direction that led to current expansion (line
09), and predicts the path will grow in the same direction (lines 10
and 12). Then, as long as a free context (thread or CODAcc) exists,
RASExp runs ahead and offloads a collision detection to it (lines
11–17). The computation of these collision checks (speculative) is
overlapped with the computation of outstanding ones (demand).

Finally, to avoid livelock, RASExp uses an ll_counter, initialized
with MAX_DEPTH (line 08), and decrements it after every run-ahead,
and halts the process if it expires (line 17). In this paper, the default
MAX_DEPTH is 8. Hence, RASExp can run up to eight vertices ahead,
and perform the collision checks for each of their neighbors.

3.2.2 Discussion & Optimizations. RASExp is a radically different
parallelization approach. Hence, it opens up new opportunities and
poses different design questions.

Sophisticated Predictors: RASExp’s prediction mechanism is sim-
ple: the last direction in the GT (§2.2.2) will repeat. This can be
replaced by a sophisticated predictor to capture more complex pat-
terns (e.g., zigzag patterns). Our current workloads do not justify
such sophisticated predictors (§5.7.1); however, we believe that
complex predictors could be effective in other applications of A★

(e.g., Protein design [51], natural language processing [27]) or in
other graph search algorithms.

Hardware Prediction: One might wonder why the prediction is
not made in hardware. The answer is: while the patterns are regular
semantically, they are not so in hardware. First, as discussed in
§2.2.2, the expansion of GTs inside the graph can be interleaved; a
hardware predictor could be bewildered by this issue alone. Second,
the spatial patterns are conceptual, and the trees do not necessarily
exhibit those patterns in the memory layout. For example, consider
a tree growing in a diagonal direction: while conceptually the tree
is growing in a straight direction, the memory addresses can be
mapped to distant locations in the memory layout.

4 METHODOLOGY
We evaluate our hardware accelerator alone and in conjunctionwith
our algorithm extension, using simulation, in §5. We also evaluate
a software-only implementation of our algorithm extension on
commodity hardware (CPU and GPU) in §6.

We write CPU applications in C++17 and compile them using
GCC 11. We develop GPU applications using CUDA 11 and com-
pile them with NVCC. We compile the codes with the maximum
optimization level (-O3).

We synthesize the accelerator in TSMC’s 45-nm ASIC flow, us-
ing the Synopsys Design Compiler. We perform simulations using
ZSim [39], and model a processor after the Intel Core i3-8109U [5]—
a state-of-the-art robotic processor deployed in LoCoBot [2]. We
simulate all programs to completion.

We conduct our software-only evaluations using a 32-core Intel
E5-2670 CPU [1] and an NVidia GeForce GTX 1060 GPU [4]. We
use Ubuntu 18.04 with Linux Kernel 4.15 as our operating system.

5 EVALUATION
5.1 Accelerator’s Specifications
Table 2 shows the design parameters of CODAcc in 45-nm technol-
ogy. The ‘Power’ represents the total power at maximum activity
estimated by the synthesis tool.

Table 2: Design parameters of CODAcc.
Cycles Area PowerComponent (@3𝐺𝐻𝑧) (𝑚𝑚2) (𝑚𝑊 )

Logic+Registers 5 0.019 12.1
𝐿 0 Cache 1 0.004 0.17
Total - 0.023 12.27

CODAcc has a simple, small structure: 10 × 3 × 3 registers plus
simple logic to implement operations like addition, multiplication,
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and comparison. The accelerator takes 0.023𝑚𝑚2 and consumes
12.27𝑚𝑊 . As a point of comparison, in 40 nm technology, a com-
parable Intel processor’s die-size is 276𝑚𝑚2, and its power con-
sumption is 94𝑊 ; a single core of the processor alone occupies
25𝑚𝑚2 of silicon area and consumes 11𝑊 power [32]. Even tiny
ARM Cortex-A15 cores in 40 nm technology occupy 4.5𝑚𝑚2 and
consume 1𝑊 [32].

Due to its low overhead, we can integrate tens of CODAccs with
the processor. The area overhead of thirty-two CODAccs altogether
plus the cache extension (§3.1.4) is less than 0.73𝑚𝑚2 (3% of a core’s
area and 0.3% of the die-size). Also, thirty-two accelerators consume
less than 393𝑚𝑊 at full load (3.5% of a core’s power and 0.5% of
chip power).

5.2 Mobile Robot Navigating in 2D
First, we evaluate a mobile robot navigating in 2D environments.
The program resembles a self-driving car navigating in a city. We
use snapshots of four cities available in Moving AI [42]. Figure 3
(top) shows snapshots of the environments, and Figure 3 (bottom)
shows RACOD’s speedup on them, varying the number of accelera-
tors.
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Figure 3: 2D navigation in the wild.

For every map, we choose 100 random start/goal points. The
graph is 8-connected, and a multithreaded A★ is the baseline al-
gorithm. In the baseline implementation, 67.3% of the entire path
planning time is spent in collision detection.

One CODAcc alone improves performance by 1.49×. This is the
speedup of pure hardware acceleration (no RASExp), obtained from
parallelizing individual collision checks. RASExp further enhances
performance by parallelizing different collision checks. RASExp
greatly scales up the parallelism, achieving 41.4× speedup with 32
CODAccs.

Interestingly, we observe similar normalized speedups with dif-
ferent maps. This mainly emanates from the high prediction cov-
erage/accuracy of RASExp (see §5.7.1), which results in predicting
enough correct nodes in all the environments and thereby effectively
keeping all the accelerators utilized (see §5.8). As a result, RACOD
brings linear speedup proportionate to speculation runahead across
all the maps.

5.3 Exploration Footprint
Figure 4 shows an approximation of all the nodes explored during
the search (not just the final path) in one planning scenario, where
we have zoomed-in on part of the full map. As shown, the majority

of speculations are accurate (green), with only a few misspecula-
tions (red) typically happening on the fringe of heavily-explored
areas.

Demand

Fat Cones

Narrow Cones

Correct Spec. Wrong Spec.

Figure 4: Cone-like patterns in a Boston snapshot, with a
runahead of 32.

The figure also visualizes cone-like patterns: fat cones (when the
planner struggles to find an efficient path through a cluttered area),
and narrow cones (when the planner keeps exploring an uncluttered,
straight-line path towards the goal).

By running ahead of a path and proactively evaluating neighbors
of prospective nodes, RASExp effectively captures the exploration
patterns (quantitative results in §5.7).

5.4 Mobile Robot Navigating in 3D
Next, we evaluate a mobile robot navigating in a 3D environment.
The program resembles an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), a.k.a.
drone, navigating in an outdoor environment. We use the ‘Freiburg
campus’ map available in the OctoMap 3D scan dataset [47] as our
environment. The resolution of the map is 0.2𝑚 . Figure 5 shows the
environment (left) and RACOD’s performance improvement with
different numbers of accelerators (right).
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Figure 5: A map of the environment and the performance
improvement.

We choose 10 random start/goal points. The UAV can move
back and forth in all three dimensions. On average, the baseline
spends 54% of the entire path planning time performing collision
detections.

One CODAcc alone accelerates planning by 1.24×. With RASExp,
RACOD substantially scales up the parallelism, providing 34.3×
speedup with 32 CODAccs.
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5.5 Robotic Arm Operating in 3D
As a proof of concept for our accelerator’s applicability to a wider
domain, we further study a robotic arm planning application: a
stationary robotic arm with multiple degrees-of-freedom (DoF) op-
erating in a 3D environment.

Robotic arm planning has as many dimensions as its DoF. High-
dimensional planning is performed by sampling the configuration
space. Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) [29] is a widely-used
robotic arm planning algorithm. The main advantage of RRT over
former methods like PRM [25] is the ability to work in arbitrary
environments, which is also a major design consideration of our
accelerator.

RRT extends a tree (not a more general graph, as in mobile robots)
from the start point by drawing random samples; the tree is ex-
tended towards collision-free samples until reaching the goal.

Wemodel a robotic arm based on an in-house 5-DoF LoCoBot [2],
operating in the environment shown in Figure 6 (left), planned
by a state-of-the-art parallel RRT [28]. The arm moves from 𝑠 =

(−80◦, 0◦, 0◦, 0◦, 0◦) to 𝑔 = (0◦, 60◦,−75◦,−75◦, 0◦). With this (𝑠, 𝑔)
pair, the arm traverses a long trajectory with different types of
movement (translation and rotation), forming various configura-
tions for collision detection. On average, the baseline spends 80.5%
of the planning time in collision detection. The robot is bounded
by the OBBs shown in Figure 6 (middle). Figure 6 (right) plots the
speedup with 1–4 accelerators.
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Figure 6: The modeled robot and environment (left), Lo-
CoBot’s OBBs (middle), and the performance improvement
of hardware acceleration (right).

Note that RASExp is not applicable nor needed in RRT . Since RRT
creates a tree, not a graph, there is no need to search the structure
to find a path. The path is simply extracted by traversing each
node’s parent pointers from the goal to the start. Nevertheless,
multiple CODAccs can enable parallel collision status computation
of different links of the arm.

One CODAcc improves the execution time by 3.4×. With in-
creasing the number of CODAccs up to the number of OBBs, the
performance increases slightly, up to 3.8×.

5.6 CPU-Accelerator Communication Latency
When an accelerator is not tightly integrated with the CPU, the com-
munication latency can go up and hurt the performance, sometimes
rendering the accelerator harmful [18].

In this section, we evaluate three communication latency num-
bers: 1 cycle (tightly integrated, default), 10 cycles (co-processor,
system-on-chip), and 100 cycles (off-chip). In the two latter cases,
we assume the communications are explicitly established by the
programmer: the programmer copies all the configurations that

should be tested for collision into a buffer, triggers the accelerator,
and gathers all the results at once when they are ready.3 Also, the
communications have blocking semantics, meaning the processor
waits for the operation to finish before proceeding. Figure 7 shows
the results. With ‘1 CODAcc,’ all robots have only one accelerator,
and in ‘32/4 CODAccs,’ the mobile robot has 32 accelerators and the
arm has 4.
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Figure 7: Speedup sensitivity to CPU-accelerator communi-
cation latency.

When the system has only one accelerator, the performance
is very sensitive to communication latency. When the number of
accelerators (runahead/parallelism) increases, the communication
overhead gets amortized, especially in mobile robots in which 32
CODAccs are deployed.

5.7 Prediction Coverage and Accuracy
5.7.1 Semantic Predictor. Recall that RASExp uses semantic infor-
mation and is implemented in software (§3.2). Figure 8 (top) shows
its prediction accuracy (bars) and coverage (dots) with different
runaheads (𝑅). Prediction accuracy is the percentage of predictions
whose computation result is eventually used by the planning algo-
rithm. Prediction coverage is the percentage of speculated collision
checks that must otherwise (i.e., without RASExp) be done non-
speculatively.
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Figure 8: Prediction accuracy/coverage (bars/dots) with dif-
ferent runaheads.

With a runahead of two, 95.1% of predictions are accurate, sub-
stantiating our observation on conceptual, semantic spatial locality
in node expansions. Also, the prediction coverage is 43.4%. With in-
creasing the runahead, RASExp becomes more aggressive, offering
higher coverage and slightly lower accuracy. With a runahead of
thirty-two, RASExp’s coverage reaches 90.9%, while offering more
than 85.1% accuracy.

3Copying latency is assumed to be captured in communication latency.
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Incorrect predictions result in energy wastage, as the collision
status is computed but never used. Nonetheless, because the pre-
diction accuracy is so high, and the CODAccs, on which misspec-
ulations run, are so low power, the energy wastage of RASExp is
quite negligible (≪0.01% of chip power).

5.7.2 Hardware Predictor. Next, we study the effectiveness of RASExp
implemented in hardware. Since child-parent relations are lost,
RASExp’s simple prediction method cannot be used in hardware. In
Figure 8 (bottom), we study RASExp with a state-of-the-art hard-
ware predictor.

We repurpose VLDP [40], a state-of-the-art pattern prefetcher,
to predict future states in planning. We make several changes to
VLDP’s design: (i) We use infinite-size metadata tables. (ii) We
trigger the predictor only upon collision detection accesses; this
lets the predictor observe one clear-cut access stream, rather than
many interleaved streams. (iii) The predictor operates on virtual
addresses. (iv) The predictions are stored in infinite storage (prefetch
buffer in prefetching terminology). All four changes are in favor of
the prediction accuracy and coverage of hardware prediction.

The coverage and accuracy of semantic prediction are signif-
icantly higher than those of hardware prediction: 2.1× coverage
and 2× accuracy on average. This is particularly true in the drone
application where the addition of a third dimension completely
bewilders the hardware predictor. The results reinforce the impor-
tance of exploiting semantic information that is difficult to extract
in hardware.

Noteworthy, footprint-based spatial pattern predictors [23] could
not be repurposed for this experiment. Those predictors collect
patterns when the tracked region is evicted from the cache, while
the notion of cache does not exist in this problem. Also, temporal
prediction [13] would be meaningless in this context since collision
detection sequences never repeat: there is at most one collision
check per state.

5.8 Division of Labor
The bars in Figure 9 show the average number of useful collision
checks per node expansion. Demand represents the collision checks
performed by the baseline algorithm, and speculative represents
those issued by RASExp.With increasing runahead, the contribution
of the speculative computations goes up: more on-the-critical-path
collision checks are performed speculatively ahead of time, and as
a result, the planning is less stalled on every expansion.
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Figure 9: Division-of-labor, varying the number of accelera-
tors.

The solid dots in Figure 9 show the utilization ratio of the accel-
erators (threads) in non-idle expansions, i.e., expansions in which
at least one collision detection is performed. With a handful of

accelerators (2–8), the utilization ratio is nearly 100%, showing
that the amount of parallelism with the baseline algorithm plus
the additional parallelism provided by RASExp is high enough to
always keep the accelerators busy. With more accelerators, the uti-
lization ratio decreases, mainly because of the livelock-avoidance
mechanism (§3.2.1).

5.9 Weighted A★ & Different Heuristics
A★ is guaranteed to find the shortest path (optimal), with the min-
imum number of expansions (optimally efficient [16]). However,
not all applications require finding the shortest path: some appli-
cations favor a suboptimal path to an optimal path, if finding the
suboptimal path is significantly faster.

Weighted A★ (WA★) [38] is the most popular satisfying algo-
rithm for heuristic search in various domains [46]. WA★ inflates
the heuristic by a factor of Y > 1. That is, WA★ expands nodes in
the order of 𝑓 (𝑣) = 𝑔(𝑣) + Y × ℎ(𝑣). This way, the search is biased
towards the nodes that are closer to the goal, resulting in faster
expansion of the goal. On the flip side, the final path cost could
become Y times higher than the shortest path cost.

Moreover, prior work proposes various heuristics ℎ(𝑣). So far,
we used Euclidean distance as our heuristic. In this section, we re-
evaluate the experiments of §5.2 with two other popular 2D heuris-
tics: Manhattan distance and non-uniform diagonal distance [10].
We also evaluate the Dijkstra search algorithm, which does not use
any heuristics.

Figure 10 shows speedup (bars) and prediction coverage (dots)
with different heuristics and weights, averaged across all workloads.
The speedup is the performance of every method with RACOD
normalized to that without RACOD. All evaluations are done with
32 threads/accelerators.
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Figure 10: RACOD’s effectiveness with WA★ and different
heuristics.

RACOD consistently brings significant speedup for all methods,
showing its applicability to a wide range of algorithms and heuris-
tics. With increasing the weight (Y), the improvement (slightly)
drops, particularly because of the reduced prediction coverage,
which itself is caused by the fact that fewer nodes are expanded
with larger Y values.

Not shown in the figure, inflating the heuristic by a factor of
2/4 accelerates planning by 1.6×–2.2×/2×–3.8×. Also, Dijkstra is
on average 25× slower than A★, and the performance of different
heuristics is within 1.2×–5.3× of each other.

5.10 L0 Cache Configuration
Figure 11 shows 𝐿0 hit ratios with different sizes. As shown, a 256 B
cache is sufficient to filter the majority of requests.
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Figure 11: 𝐿0 cache hit ratio with varying 𝐿0 size.

Note that the major benefit of 𝐿0 is lifting bandwidth pressure
from the core’s 𝐿1 cache. Latency is of less concern because: (i)
all the requests are generated in parallel and their latency, in case
missed in 𝐿0, gets well overlapped, and (ii) 𝐿0 misses are often
served by the 𝐿1, whose latency is not high.

5.11 Controlling Prediction Aggressiveness
RASExp’s predictionmechanism is aggressive: it is always triggered—
this gives the highest coverage/performance in the evaluated bench-
mark environments. But in some rocky environments with frequent,
irregular direction changes, or with platforms with severe power
constraints, it might be beneficial to throttle the predictor in or-
der to avoid making numerous wrong predictions. To reduce the
aggressiveness, RASExp employs this algorithm: the predictor is
triggered only if the path leading to the expanded node was stable
for at least 𝑠 steps. E.g., with 𝑠 = 3, the predictor is triggered only if
a node’s expansion direction is the same as the expansion direction
of its parent and its parent’s parent.

We create synthetic city-resembling maps (§5.2), in which, with
a probability of 10%–70%, we inject random obstacles to an initially
free space. Figure 12 shows how the prediction accuracy (left) and
coverage (right) of RASExp vary. In this experiment, the runahead
is 32.
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Figure 12: Prediction throttling impact with different obsta-
cles densities, varying the predictor trigger threshold 𝑠.

RASExp’s throttling mechanism is quite effective: with 𝑠 = 4, it
successfully harnesses the predictor’s aggressiveness such that even
in an environment with 70% random obstacles, the accuracy is still
above 50%. On the flip side, the coverage drops as a result of reduced
prediction opportunities.

Another important takeaway of this experiment is the signifi-
cant difference in prediction accuracy/coverage numbers between
synthetic and realistic environments (e.g., with 𝑠 = 1, 39%/68% ac-
curacy/coverage for the 70%-random environment versus 85%/90%
for the benchmarks). As discussed in §2.2.2, the organization of real
environments is not so irregular that it would destroy patterns that
emanate from geometric features of path planning.

6 RUNAHEAD MULTITHREADING
Parallelizing path search algorithms like Dijkstra, A★, and WA★

is not straightforward, because the optimality (or Y-optimality) of
the algorithm depends on the expansion order. Naively parallelizing
different expansions can potentially disturb the correct expansion
order and greatly sacrifice the optimality. Prior work [12, 19, 22, 26,
37, 43, 44] proposes methods for safe parallelization of expansions.
For example, PA★SE [37] parallelizes the expansion of independent
states: if the expansion of 𝑠 cannot lead to a shorter path to 𝑠 ′,
and vice-versa, they are independent and their expansions can be
reordered (safely parallelized).

RASExp is a fundamentally different approach. It does not change
the expansion order and is faithful to the underlying algorithm’s
execution flow. It predicts future expansions, pre-computes their
collision status, and memoizes them for when the actual expan-
sion takes place: no expansion order is changed. In fact, RASExp
is a speculation technique, necessarily done at the algorithm level.
Speculation never changes a program’s behavior but accelerates it.

Figure 13-(a, b) show the speedup of (i) A★ with Baseline Mul-
tithreading (BM) (on expansion, all the node’s eligible neighbors
are evaluated in parallel), (ii) PA★SE [37], and (iii) A★ with RASExp,
over the corresponding single-threaded implementation on CPU
and GPU platforms. In this experiment, we consider the average of
the mobile robot workloads.
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Figure 13: Performance comparison of different platforms
and configurations. All but RACOD are commodity hard-
ware.

On the Xeon CPU, BM has limited speedup: 9% speedup with
32 threads. The reason is the severely limited parallelism of the
baseline path search algorithm (§2.2.1). PA★SE fails to significantly
improve performance: 45% speedup with 32 threads. PA★SE suffers
from two fundamental issues: (i) There are not enough independent
states when running the planning algorithm to fully utilize all
available cores (the evaluations in [37] were only up to 8 cores). (ii)
The overhead of finding independent states is high; this issue is
acknowledged in [37], but because the authors’ evaluations were
on a large PR2 robot [14] with too high resolution, the cost was
amortized to an extent.

By accurately predicting future expansions, RASExp significantly
improves performance, decisively outperforming the other two.
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With 32 threads, RASExp improves performance by 9.44×/8.59×/6.5×
over single-threaded/BM/PA★SE.

On the GeForce GPU, more threads are available. As such, we
relax the livelock-avoidance mechanism, and set MAX_DEPTH=64,
which results in discovering (theoretically) up to 64 × 8 = 512 nodes
during speculation.

As the GPU results show, BM exhibits a similar behavior for the
reasons outlined above. The performance improvement of RASExp
is not as significant as on the CPU. There are two major reasons: (i)
A larger portion of the execution time is spent in the serial part of
the algorithm, because it is significantly GPU-averse (e.g., giga-scale
data structures, pointer chasing during insertions). (ii) Collision
detection on multiple GPU threads generates a large number of
branch divergences, since threads check different parts of the en-
vironment whose occupancy status could be different. Also, we
observe performance degradation after 128 threads; the prediction
accuracy significantly drops (17.3% with a runahead of 256) and the
speculation overhead (lines 11–17 in Algorithm 1) grows.

PA★SE is totally inefficient on the GPU; its execution time is an
order of magnitude longer than the single-threaded baseline. The
main reasons are: (i) Checking independence conditions, which is
done serially for a large number of nodes, take a huge amount of
time. (ii) PA★SE’s need for larger and more numerous data struc-
tures (e.g., set to track being-expanded nodes) makes the method
more GPU-averse than the baseline.

Figure 13-(c) compares the performance of the CPU and GPU
platforms with that of RACOD. The CPU and GPU software enjoy
RASExp with runaheads of 32 and 128, respectively; these config-
urations offer the maximum performance that we can achieve on
high-end CPUs and GPUs, without hardware modifications. Our
proposal, RACOD, offloads the collision detection operations on
32 CODAccs and runs the rest of the planning on a low-end Intel
Core i3-8109U Processor [5], a typical processor used in modern
robotic systems like the modeled LoCoBot [2]. The performance
metric is the wall clock time of the execution, and is normalized to a
software-only baseline (no CODAcc, multithreaded but no RASExp),
executed on an Intel Core i3-8109U [5].

The GPU platform is clearly unfit for mobile robot path planning,
because the software is significantly GPU-averse. The CPU plat-
form with high-performance cores is able to considerably improve
the performance over the Intel Core i3-8109 baseline (13.2× on av-
erage), given that the algorithm is equipped with RASExp. However,
this performance comes at the cost of powering four processors
with 115𝑊 TDP, operating within NUMA/sockets. RACOD, using
a low-end processor with 28𝑊 TDP and 32 CODAccs that in total
consume < 0.5𝑊 , improves performance by 39.9×, outperforming
the other platforms and underscoring the importance of hardware
acceleration.

7 RELATEDWORK
7.1 Hardware Acceleration for Path Planning
In the context of path planning, a few proposals design accelerators
for some narrow domains. Particularly, Murray et al. [35] devise an
FPGA-based PRM planner for a stationary robotic arm functioning
in their laboratory. They test various planning scenarios offline
and find that with only 1024 movements (called edges), > 98% of

planning scenarios in their environment can be accomplished. Then
they find the environment points from which those movements
cross and store the entire information on an FPGA. During oper-
ations, they perform collision checking for every movement by
simply checking the occupancy of the stored points in the environ-
ment. The main limitation of this approach is its tight integration
with the environment: if objects in the environment change, the
offline process, which could take hours, needs to be repeated from
scratch.

Dadu-P [31] uses a similar approach but admits some obstacle
movement rather than assuming a fixed environment. Dadu-P uses
more edges, some of which may cross obstacles in the environment
that are likely to move (e.g., a wall is not supposed to move, but a
chair is). During planning, the edges are tested for collision, based
on their latest organization.

While both approaches accelerate the planning, neither are scal-
able. Storing a large number of edges, in the evaluated 3.5𝑐𝑚−7.5𝑐𝑚
resolutions, occupies an entire Stratix V FPGA in [35] or costs
768 Kb SRAM storage in [31]. In larger environments, or in en-
vironments at the same scale but with finer-resolution planning,
much more movements would be required to cover the majority of
planning scenarios, demanding significantly larger storage.

More importantly, both approaches make restrictive assumptions
about the environment (the reachability of certain points through
certain paths, (most) obstacles never move) that do not necessarily
hold in many applications, especially in mobile robots where the
environment changes constantly and unpredictably.

7.2 Path Planning & Parallelism
A myriad of proposals in the robotics community aim at tuning
efficient algorithms and heuristics to accelerate path planning. Still,
state-of-the-art CPU and GPU proposals are not fast enough to
be considered real-time in many applications [45]. We believe our
design is applicable to a wide range of prior proposals, because it
relies on fundamental characteristics of path planning like spatial
locality in collision detection and patterns in path search.

Outside of the context of path planning, several pieces of prior
work have proposed to exploit ordered parallelism [50] by specu-
latively executing different (atomic) tasks of task-based programs:
codes with myriads of short tasks that should be executed based on
the timestamps specified by the programmer. Thread-Level Spec-
ulation (TLS) and Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) [6, 8,
21, 24, 48] execute different tasks speculatively, committing suc-
cessful speculations and aborting wrong ones. Wrong speculations
(i.e., parallel execution of dependent tasks) are usually detected by
relying on the cache coherence protocol, and the conflicting tasks
are re-executed from scratch.

RASExp is a fundamentally different approach: it exploits ap-
plication semantics to predict future paths, rather than executing
and then monitoring shared-data accesses. Also, RASExp paral-
lelizes computationally-intensive collision detections, while TLS
andHTMparallelize short, atomic tasks. Further, RASExp does accel-
erate dependent tasks, in TLS/HTM terminology, as it proactively
evaluates an expanded node’s (grand)children, while TLS/HTM
methods avoid doing so. Finally, most TLS and HTM approaches ap-
ply heavy microarchitectural modifications to detect conflicts and
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queue/manage/recover tasks, while RASExp is a semantic technique
and does not cause conflicts.

8 CONCLUSION
Deploying robots in the wild requires the development of real-
time computational solutions. In this work, we study path plan-
ning, a core module in autonomous robots, and propose an algo-
rithm/hardware co-design to substantially improve mobile robot
path planning performance.

We exploit architectural-level computation characteristics of mo-
bile robot path planning, as well as its high-level semantic features,
to massively parallelize the kernel. Specifically, (i) we architect
cheap hardware accelerators to exploit fine-grained parallelism and
spatial locality in costly collision detection operations, and (ii) we
enable proactive exploration by semantically predicting directions
along the search path. Our future work is focusing on other applica-
tion kernels in real-time robotics [9], exploring similar architectural
and semantic acceleration techniques.
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